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Small Black Box...
a Monthly performance space at
Metro Arts, 109 Edward St.,
Brisbane to foster a community
(both artists and audience)
dedicated to experimental
music and sound art in Brisbane,
Australia.

The opportunity for local and interstate artists to fulfil
experimental music performances and sound art
installations in the inspiration driving Small Black Box.
Artists are freed to concentrate on their work and have
it scheduled into into a rapidly evolving year program
that attracts Brisbane audiences.

Intimate audiencesare supporting present skirmishes
with sound art and experimental music performances
sporadically attacking the entertainment scene; with a
monthly medication Small Black Box aims to develop,
refine and widen the tastes and education of the
audience. With support from sponsors (Arts Qld, 4ZZZ,
Qmusic, SBS Alchemy & MetroArts), ticket sales and
volunteers, the budget for Small Black Box is modest,
an emphasis is on local artists performances as a cultural
exchange of ideas with local talent. Promotion is
approached innovatively by reinforcing flyers and
posters with emails and newsgroups, aus_noise,
enhancing the word of mouth support that drives the
awareness of new music performances in Brisbane.
Subscribe to the newsletter to get monthly reminders
to the next performance and artists biographies.

Small Black Box, as a performance space is a pivotal
location for new music in Brisbane. Associated with
the events will be a regular stall of recorded works by
artists.

Scott Sinclair is Caretaker Curator while Andrew Kettle
is on leave.

production team

Scott Sinclair -
Caretaker Curator
Experimental musician
working in both electronic
and instrument-based
projects in Brisbane since
2000. Performance
highlights include “Can of
Worms” 2001; “This is not
Ibiza” 2002; “Electro-Communion” 2002; “Ephemeron”
2002; “Small Black Box” 2001/2002; and performances
with groups pH3, Ocean of Air, and Flew Creeking. His
sound works have received airplay throughout the
country on ABC Classic FM, RTRFM, 3CCCFM and
4ZZZFM. In 2002, Scott has been involved in organising
a number of experimental -related events at the “Pink
Palace” in Herston with Odyssey Creative Productions.

Greg Jenkins -
Assistant Curator
Greg lectures in sound
media at the Creative
Industries Faculty at the
Queensland University of
Technology and has also
been artistic director of
the performance ensemble Simulation.  He curated
the concert programme of the Australasian Computer
Music Association 2000 conference and has also worked
on a number of film score projects.  Most notable of
these was co-writing the score for the short film STOP
which gained international recognition at the 2000
Cannes Film Festival. endoPHONIC is Greg’s main
musical vehicle and is a collaboration with like minded
composer Richard Wilding. Using elements like
electronic transformations of acoustic sound sources
and real-time software synthesis, endoPHONIC use the
vocabulary of musique concrete to navigate a course
through contemporary non-dance oriented electronica.

David Loose -
Audio Engineer
David Loose has been
working around the fringes
of Brisbane’s music scene
for the past four years.  He
has been working at his
home studio since 1997,
and completed a Cert. IV
course in Contemporary
Music/Sound Engineering
in 2000.  Since then, he
has worked in various
fields, including lighting
(both corporate and rock), camera (for Big Brother)
and tech on a travelling theatre show, (audio and
lighting) as well as continuing to work on his own music,
which continues to get nation wide air play.  He has
also assisted in the recording of local acts, done remix
work and worked in radio, including making recordings
for SBS’s Alchemy and producing 4zzz broadcasts.



artist biographies

MoonPatrol
MoonPatrol explores space through a com-
plex soundscape of noise, drones, sweeps
and squelches to take you on a journey
into their world of sound. The two occu-
pants of this vehicle of noise are Tony
MacDonald and Michael Leo; orbiting
around Brisbane since October 1999. With
the use of Theremin, guitar, analogue
keyboards and various effects MoonPatrol
has taken on various missions around
Brisbane to Bonapartes, Zen:Reaktor Ware-
house, Brisbane Convention Center, Small
Black Box (2001) and various other land-
ings around Brisbane.

this is not art 2002

Puzaki (Craig Parry)
SS: What events are you involved in at TINA02?

CP: Electrofringe - Music gig and Patch & Deathmatch Workshop
on Sunday 6th of Oct
SS: What will you be doing at these events?

CP: Playing Music and discussing
SS: Who will you be doing this with?

CP: Music with Tigerbeat 6 and workshop with Max/MSP,
Reaktor, Pure Data, jMax, SuperCollider and video stuff like
Nato,  Jitter, Gem, Framestein, Gridflow, vdsp to come along
and jam. Followed by a performance. More info at http://
4trak.net/patch. With Alex Davies, Allan Boyd, Austin Armatys,
Daniel Heckenberg, Julian Knowles, Luke Collison, Nigel Kersten
and Ross Bencina
SS: What else are you looking forward to at TINA02?

CP: Some decent noise (finally)

Robert Lort
SS: What events are you involved in at TINA02?

RL: Paroxysm Press Joint Launch, Date/time: Friday 7pm -
9pm, Location: Hunter on Hunter Hotel. hipVspoke, Date/time:
Saturday 8pm - 10pm, Location: PAN building Festival club.
elektroXwerd, Date/time: Saturday 10pm - 12pm, Location:
PAN building Festival club. Sunday Salar Salon Pt1, Date/time:
Sunday 1pm - 3pm, Location: Salar Couch Cafe
SS: What will you be doing at these events?

RL: I will be unleashing my grotesque and surrealist poetry/
spoken word onto a suitably mesmerized audience.
SS: Who will you be doing this with?

RL: The Paroxysm Press event will be with other Paroxysm
Press writers, the hipVspoke is a duel between poets and hip
hop artists (no prizes for guessing who will win that), the
electroXwerd event will be with you, and the Salar event will
be with other Paroxysm press writers (mostly from Adelaide)
SS: Have you been to TINA before? Do tell...

RL: No, this the first time.  I have a hectic performance
schedule, with unfamiliar people, in unfamiliar environments,
mostly unrehearsed... anything is possible.  At the same time
I also want to get around to see everyone/everything else.
SS: What else are you looking forward to at TINA02?

RL: Tonnes of interesting workshops, screenings, politics and
forums...  Tokyo cyberculture, free software, indymedia events,
John Watermann, Camgirls, internet music sharing, pirate
media, DVD artists...  Can you catch syphilis from a spoken
word artist?

Michael Norris
SS: What events are you involved in at TINA02?

MN: “Modified Instruments”, Date/Time: Thu 1:00 PM,
Duration: 2hr ?? Session type: workshop, Location: City Arcade
Workshop Room
SS: What will you be doing at these events?

MN: Giving an introduction to contact mics and other
electroacoustic sources; showing how to build instrumants out
of cheap stuff; showing & explaining some of my instruments;
giving an introduction to circuit bending and use of cheap toys
as sound sources.  I will be drawing diagrams, soldering things,
cutting up bits of metal, taking toys apart, and connecting up
circuits.
SS: What else are you looking forward to at TINA02?

MN: Lots of creative people, crazy ideas and inspiration;
hopefully a bit of jamming and a chance to play some stuff
and swap CDs. I wanna play some newly mastered material on
a fat PA.

Other Brisbane artists performing at TINA02 will be David

Loose (Hydatid), Ghost Hype, Team Plastique, and Scott

Sinclair. For more info visit http://www.thisisnotart.org.

compiled by Scott Sinclair

The Authors of material are alone responsible for the
opinions expressed therein.
This program is published by  Scott Sinclair for Small
Black Box by grant assistance from Arts Queensland.
All communication should be addressed to
scott@cybermarket.com.au or mobile: 0412 543 104



artist biographies

Philip Samartzis
Philip Samartzis is a Melbourne based com-
poser with a long history in experimental
sound production and performance. He
formed Gum in 1986 with Andrew Curtis re-
leasing several albums and singles indepen-
dently and through Korm Plastics (NL) and
RRR Records (USA).

Since 1995 he has primarily worked solo,
releasing Residue (1998) & Windmills Bor-
dered By Nothingness (1999) through Dorobo
(Aust), both of which highlight his explora-
tions in recording and processing acoustic
and spatial environments through digital
technologies.

More recently Samartzis has extended his
studio based techniques to incorporate live
performance working both solo and in col-
laboration. Over the last two years he has
performed with Kozo Inada, Gunter Muller,
KK Null, Sachiko M, Voice Crack & Seiichi
Yamamoto. An upcoming release in the Mort
Aux Vaches series released by Staalplaat (NL)
contains elements of these collaborative and
solo performances.

Selected Discography
Mort aux Vache – Staalplaat 2002
Dance (with Seiichi Yamamoto) – FMN Records 2002
Fluorescent (with Rasmus B Lunding) – Dr Jim Records 2002
Artefact (with Sachiko M) – Dorobo Records 2002
f [ ] (with Kozo Inada) – Digital Narcis 2001
Windmills Bordered By Nothingness – Dorobo Records 1999
Residue – Dorobo Records 1997
20 Years in blue movies and yet to fake an orgasm (Gum) – 1988
Vinyl (Gum) - 1987

this is not art 2002

From http://www.thisisnotart.org:
“This Is Not Art (TINA) is Australia’s largest annual gathering of
young media makers, musicians, artists, writers, and troublemakers.
This Is Not Art is the umbrella term for 4 seperate media and digital
arts festivals held over 5 days in September/October in Newcastle,
NSW:
The National Young Writers Festival
Electrofringe (a festival of new media and digital arts)
The National Student Media Conference
Sound Summit (formerly the national Independent Electronic Labels
Conference)
Radio Active (Independent Radio Conference)
The New Media: Critical Approaches Conference (a postgraduate
students conference)
The Oceania Indymedia Conference”

A number of Brisbane-based experimental musicians and sound

artists will be trekking down to Newcastle to perform, talk, and

spectate at the festival. The following are the (edited) responses

to a mass email interview asking local artists about their

involvement in the festival.

Lawrence English
SS: What events are you involved in at TINA02?

LE: Nosferatu improvised soundtrack friday 12am + panel on
improvisation sunday 3:30pm
SS: What will you be doing at these events?

LE: Improv sound score to the silent film
SS: Who will you be doing this with?

LE: Ben Frost, Kate Crawford
SS: What else are you looking forward to at TINA02?

LE: Trading cds like a mad person and seeing those folks that haven’t
been up to brissie lately.

Paul Abad
SS: What events are you involved in at TINA02?

PA: Sound Summit - electronic gig - sunday night october 6
SS: What will you be doing at these events?

PA: Live set of electronic music... I’ll be performing all original
material - all software generated from my laptop. Mainly stuff I’ve
been writing for my second Zonar disc. Stylistically I guess it’s
minimal electronica exploring meeting points of organic and digital
elements...
SS: What other notable artists will be at your event(s)?

PA: kevin blechtom, naoism, vvm, steve law, plus more....
SS: Have you been to TINA before? Do tell...

PA: Yup - last year - played pretty much the same gig and the whole
festival was an excellant experience - lots of people connecting
and ideas sharing.
SS: What else are you looking forward to at TINA02?

PA: Workshops, forums, beach

Fiona Bennett
SS: What events are you involved in at TINA02?

FB: electroXword.  Sat 5/10/02 10pm, Spin and Jam, D.I.Y. Social
cultures discussion Friday 10am. (check the program) And you’ll
see me floating about in various other panel discussions and
workshops.
SS: What will you be doing at these events?

FB: Performing at electroXword, doing some impro with my electro-
recorders and collaborating/ conspiring with others.  And generally
gasbagging to anyone who’ll listen
SS: Who will you be doing this with?

FB: The others: Scott Sinclair, Allan Boyd, Mark Pedersen… and Ocean
of Air will be around hopefully with a repeat of The Pink Palace
gathering from earlier this year.
SS: What else are you looking forward to at TINA02?

FB: I am really looking forward to hearing other interstate acts,
wandering around all the workshops, picking up ideas, learning lots...



artist biographies

Lawrence English
Currently involved in a number of music and
art projects, he’s previously recorded with
the likes of Brisbane author Nick Earls,
improvised film scores for the Brisbane
International Film Festival,  composed works
for Backbone’s Pulse theatre troupe and
worked alongside Didgeridoo players from
the Gubbi Gubbi people. His experimental
sound work ‘Composition For Solo Voice’ was
featured in Frankfurt as part of the Medi@
Terra exhibition in 2001, he designed the
cover artwork for the new William S.
Burroughs’ book Unforgettable Characters
and he has also presented installations at
numerous festivals and galleries.

In 2002 Lawrence English is, amongst other
projects, developing a net streaming studio
EMIT at QUT, is composing a vinyl score for
the New York based Phonomena label and is
curating fabrique at Brisbane Powerhouse.

He has completed a masters in music,
currently runs the mutli-arts organisation and
imprint ::room40:: and performs with a
number of musical groups including I/O3,
Ubique Trio, Warm and EP.

Selected Discography
1999 - Nick Earls + I/O - 10 Things You Should Know About Sex (HSR)
1999 - Not From There - Frisco Disco Single feat. Breakfast With Valentine
mix
1999 - Grinspoon - Repeat feat. Pedestrian remix
2000 - I/O - Illctronica (IZR)
2001 - Lawrence English - Map51F9 (IAG)
2002 - I/O - Calm (room40)
2002 - David Toop, Scanner, I/O3 - A Picturesque View, Ignored (room40)
2002 - Continuum Vinyl score (phonomena)

cd reviews

Title: “Welcome to Brisneyland”
Artist: Oxford Parker
For those privy to Mr John Parker’s previous cd release -
this is the inevitable payoff. With the possible exception
of the Endophonic guys, I have not come across an artist
who effectively balances the academic aspect of
Conservatorium style composition with a will to diverge
and experiment. Indeed, it is his willfullness that will
inevitable turn people for, or against what he creates.

From the opening bars of “Hadronych Formidabilis” you
would be forgiven for writing him off as a smart arse: a
funky industrial stomp is rudely interrupted by a divisive
sample. The musical equivalent of your best friend
punching you in the face! Fortunately, the listener is drawn
back into the rhythmically complex, yet extremely
accessible track that shows the likes of Squarepusher the
door. Expect the unexpected and you will be pleasantly
suprised. From long-form, jazz-infused wanderings
(Memento) to avant-industrial techno funk; bric-a-brac
sound scapes to computer game music (Retro Eighties
Video Game Themes); Parker consistently displays his
compositional skill with an ability to arrange elements
for and against one another.

Recommending this to fans of Richard D. James or the
afore-slagged Squarepusher perhaps intimates a limited
scope for appreciation of this diverse album. Perhaps
better to say; anyone who has ever found WARP label
artists testicularly bereft or anyone who would like to see
fusion principles (the likes of perhaps early 70s Soft
Machine) applied to digital technology in a creative and
engaging way - should go for this.
www.users.bigpond.com/oxfordparker

by Lloyd Barrett

Title: Various (3 cds)
Artist: W.I.T

Admittedly, this review has taken about 3 months of
procrastination to be completed.  There is nothing like
someone else’s deadlines to get you kicking along.  I first
listened to some of W.I.T, W.I.T Standby & Select and ana
tap through headphones on public transport in Melbourne
during June 2002.  It was the perfect setting to be listening
to this collection of cd and mini cds; the freezing, drab,
industrial city skyline accompanied by the distorted beeps
and blips.  At first the sounds seem so abstract that is
difficult to concentrate on what is happening, but
eventually patterns emerge, overlap and give way to new
formations.

ana tap  was probably a bit more minimalist than the
other “noisy” cds and was my personal favourite of the
collection.  For me, it resembled how our Earth is sucked
dry for the survival of the city, the feed of voracious
appetites for energy/ power.  A quirky little sample that
sounded like 1930’s Dixieland (Not sure where this is from?)
somehow added to a dark even sinister feel of what our
cities are.  I don’t know how often the creator of W.I.T
has been in to Melbourne or seen other cities, but for
someone who lives in the lush foothills of the Victorian
Alpine region he has successfully captured the sounds of
the industrial world.
w.i.t@datafast.net.au

by Fiona Bennett



feature article

The Art of Circuit

Bending

with Reed Ghazala

“Circuit-bending is an electronic art which implements
creative audio short-circuiting. This renegade path of
electrons represents a catalytic force capable of exploding
new experimental musical forms forward at a velocity
previously unknown. Anyone at all can do it; no prior
knowledge of electronics is needed. The technique is,
without a doubt, the easiest electronic audio design
process in existence.” - Reed Ghazala

The following is an extract of an interview conducted by

the ‘Perfect Sound Forever’ online resource (http://

www.furious.com/perfect) with “self-taught, self-exiled,

self-executed multi-media artist” Reed Ghazala.

Reed Ghazala
Reed Ghazala is now known internationally as “The Father of Circuit-
Bending”, an original and amazingly simple electronic process of
creating experimental musical instruments from pre-existing audio
gadgets. Without any prior knowledge of electronics, people
everywhere are following this new standard of audio exploration
and are designing their own fantastic instruments.

Why do you choose electronic games/toys as your medium to work
with?
Under the pressures of circuit-bending, nearly every electronic audio
device that exists is an experimental musical instrument waiting to
happen. Audio toys, such as the talking Speak & Spell educational
game, are packed with complex sound-producing circuitry that can
easily, by anyone, be nudged off the edge of their theory-true world.
This opens up a wonderland of alien voices that can both inspire and
illustrate new compositions.
The initial implementation of toys, along with my actual discovery of
circuit-bending, was a complete accident. It was the mid ‘60’s, I was
a penny-less teenager, a musician, an experimental visual artist, and
I longed for ways to experience unusual realities. I froze mixtures of
colored liquids in the winter cold, hanging by strings in clear plastic
bags from branches in the backyard. I made balancing sculptures
containing hidden magnets that would hold them in seemingly
impossible positions relative to each other. I made pyrotechnic displays
that, while filling me with glee, also terrified a few farmers and even
once sent me, unconscious, into emergency surgery.
But none of this proved to be as explosive as circuit-bending. The
year was ’66 or ’67. I had left a toy 9-volt transistor amplifier amidst
the clutter of my desk drawer, the back of its housing missing and
with the power turned on. When I closed the drawer, to my
amazement, there suddenly came from within my desk miniature
versions of the sounds I associated with the massive synthesizers of
the day. Like the $250,000 Columbia-Princeton machine. While they’re
everywhere now, sound synthesizers at that time were still quite a
mystery to most folks, and weren’t that easy to come by. When I
realized that the sounds I heard were the result of the toy amplifier’s
electronics accidentally shorting out against something metallic it
was resting on, two ideas immediately struck:
If these sounds are being created by accident, what could be done
by purpose? If this can be done to an amplifier, meant to amplify a
sound but to make NO SOUND itself, what would happen to SOUND-
MAKING electronics when purposely shorted-out in the same way?
So, as a kid with few resources living in a period when synthesis
equipment was both rare and expensive, here was a viable alternative
through which to explore and compose new forms of music.
Working with this toy I discovered many really wonderful things! I
found lots of these creative short-circuits, with many different
responses to be had. I found that just touching the circuit with bare
fingers allowed electricity to flow through the body, further shaping
the sounds. I found points that would illuminate lights, and began
adding other electronic components to the path of the short-circuits...
capacitors, variable resistors; whatever I could find. I discovered
also that when the line-output of the now circuit-bent amplifier was
fed into a real stage amplifier, one of those big Vox or Fender stacks,
the sound projected had nothing anymore to do with toys.

cd reviews

Title: “A Picturesque View, Ignored”
Artist: I/O3, David Toop, Scanner
If nothing else, Lawrence English deserves a pat on the back
for ensuring a diverse range of artists don’t ignore Brisbane
when touring Australian. What benefit does he receive for
this organisational stress? Well he gets to play some of these
names of course! While a competent arranger in his own
right - Mr English works best when surrounded with diverse
talent, this cd being a definate case in point.

The I/O3 axis (English supported by Heinz Reigler
(Guitar&FX) & Tam Patton (Synths & Turntables)) have
expounded some remarkably coherent improvised sound-
scapes in varied live environments. However, they have yet
to adequately realise their skills on cd. This meeting with
uk sound artist Scanner and writer/artist/journeyman David
Toop provides perhaps the best example of their ability to
gel anamorphically with whatever situations provide.

“A Picturesque View, Ignored” is a series of edited highlights
recorded live at the Rev Festival opening night showcase.
One can imagine the pressure being on with regards to
“delivering the goods”; and comments heard following the
performance were not entirely favourable. It is then a huge
surprise to behold the beauty of this cd. Where most live
edits tend to drift - each track here seems to work towards
some form of logical (though alien) resolution, based on
the slow building of effective and complimentary layers.
Digital signal processing subtly underscores a variety of more
analog sounds providing a breadth of frequencies and
material that make for an engaging listen. Subtle rhythms,
radio static, bursts of conversation, quiet guitar and pulsing
synth mesh in such a way that it is virtually impossible to
isolate individual artist parts (a good thing for improv in my
opinion). I imagine “Anguilla Bicolor” brings Toop to the
front with some odd thumb piano sounds and quiet flute
modulation. These sounds are offset wonderfully with rolling
bass rumbles and subtle granulated wisps. “Callixene” is
also particularly nice with it’s subtle, slightly off rhythmic
patter colliding ever so slightly with subtly introduced levels
of spacey guitar and samples.

Room 40 have maintain their usual high standard with
regards to packaging: multiple cards providing landscapes
that are perhaps the picturesque landscapes we shouldn’t
ignore. This reviewer hopes that this
collaboration with internationally reknowned artists will help
launch I/O3 into the world.
www.room40.org

by Lloyd Barrett

Title: “Bad Earth”
Artist: Volvox
This cd is just a hell of a lot of fun. Where would this genre
of music be if weren’t for vacuum cleaner hoses and other
household devices?  Actually, there’s a bit of everything.
Chunky, noisy bass and some weird, screwy bleeps and voice
samples.

I think, perhaps, this release should come with a health
warning. “not to be consumed with dinner”.  Hmmm, maybe
Naturopaths could recommend it as a natural laxative..?
Listen to track 1 “Beetle Paste Dinner” and you get the
picture. It just gets better from there on…  I don’t know,
perhaps you could try turning down the sound to The Cook,
The Thief, His Wife and Her Lover, and listen to this.  But
make sure you have a clearway to the bathroom…
www.spill-label.org

by Fiona Bennett



feature article

DATAMATH CALCULATOR MUSEUM
http://www.datamath.org/Story/CircuitBending.htm

This transformation is consistent with all my instruments based upon
toys. True, I also design some instruments from the ground up,
from circuit drawing to prototype to finished model, as in the Photon
Clarinet or the various insect voice synthesizers. Once these are
working as prototypes I circuit-bend them too, furthering the control
possibilities of the finished instrument. But working with toys has
advantages beyond the eccentricities and power of the final voices:
- No knowledge of electronic theory is needed whatsoever to circuit-
bend. Toys open themselves to the process. Anyone can do it. Simply,
a wire is used to make connections between arbitrary points on the
circuit while the toy is making its usual sounds. A switch is then
wired between points discovered that produce an interesting sound
so that the effect can be turned on at will. This procedure will
usually result in a number of switches that can often be mounted
on the toy’s housing. If you learn to solder and can drill holes in
which to mount your switches, you can circuit-bend.
- Yes, circuit-bending can destroy a device if the wrong connections
are made. But I’ve found this to be rare. Nonetheless, frying a toy
is much less upsetting than sizzling the oscillators in your vintage
Moog.
- Toys use relatively low operating voltages, usually 3 to 9 volts,
and are therefore unlikely to give you a jolt. Still, glasses or goggles
should be worn for eye protection. That said, only once in 30 years
of circuit-bending did I explode a component, and it was due to my
applying too great a voltage to a circuit by means of an external
power supply. A transistor popped in a nice blue flash. But this has
never happened while circuit-bending a toy operating on its own
built-in power. Obviously, circuit-bending anything plugged into the
“house current” of your wall outlet is out of the question!!!
- Thrift shops are filled with second-hand electronic sound toys
costing only a few dollars each. Such outlets will supply the circuit-
bender with unending instruments to discover in the most affordable
way I’ve ever found.
It should also be said here that beyond the obvious and delightful
giddiness associated with toys being transformed into capable and
outlandish synthesis equipment, when stripped of their target-sales
housings and names all that remains of these toys is an electronic
circuit lying there. And in many cases, these circuits contain
sophisticated electronics capable of very high quality voices, just
waiting to be nudged toward circuit-bending’s anti-theory edge.

What do you find lacking in ‘conventional’ instruments (keyboards,
guitars, drums, horns)?
The only time I ever find an instrument lacking is when it doesn’t
fit the need of the moment! As in, I want to set an idea musically
and need to orchestrate in a particular direction. This might state
that a flute would be called upon rather than a circuit-bent
instrument, or visa-versa. But the differences between conventional
and circuit-bent instruments ARE intriguing and do invite speculation.
And in several ways, the circuit-bent instrument does stand alone.

small black box review

Sunday 28th July

Michael Norris

Norris is a prolific inventor of home-made electro-
acoustic instruments. This particular evening he
treated the audience to a wide array of contact-
microphoned goodies – including a cylindrical
trashcan; a chalkboard; a plastic purple octopus; and
various other bits of metal junk. However, I don’t
want to pontificate on the technical aspects of Norris’
performance for two
reasons. Firstly, I’m
certain that of all
those who witnessed
the performance, only
Michael would have
any idea of exactly
what electro-acoustic
methods were being
used to achieve his
sounds (well, we
hope). Secondly, it has always been my opinion that
Michael’s sound art involves much more than technical
virtuosity or intellectual chest-beating. What was
really on show was not a circus of self-morphed toys
with Michael as the ring leader, but a series of

disciplined sound art
pieces that naturally
unravelled bringing
together seamless
elements of rhythm
and dislocation; pain
and humour;
electronics and
acoustics. These
subdued references to
intellectual technique
and mathematics make

Norris’ performances pleasing on more levels than
most can boast, and I feel that this Small Black Box
appearance was the best example yet of his desire to
push both himself and his art to its practical limits.
We should all look forward to his future work.

by Scott Sinclair



feature article
All art resolves itself emotionally in the observer. Literature, visual
art, music... consciously and subconsciously we are moved. Every
sound has its emotional counterpart and therefore has a place in
sonic composition. In this way, all sound-makers, be they traditional
musical instruments, circuit-bent instruments or anything at all that
makes a noise, stand on equal ground.
I curate and admire all kinds of instruments from within the usual
categories. There are nearly 400 in the collection, from a towering
foot-powered pipe organ to tiny Victorian “crickets”. I’m always on
the lookout for the unusual in voice or design within the major
instrument groups. But, the difference you’re referring to is real,
and unfolds like this...
Musical instruments are classified by means of their voice systems.
The five categories that emerge are 1) idiophone; a sonorous solid
set to vibration (metal gong, wooden claves, glass xylophone, etc),
2) membranophone; a membrane set to motion (the usual struck
drums, friction drums and kazoos or mirlitons), 3) aerophones; sound
produced by the introduction and vibration of air (flutes, horns,
harmonica, pipe organ, bull-roarer, whistling top, etc), 4)
chordophones; sound produced by the vibration of strings (musical
bow, harp, piano, etc), and lastly 5) electronic; up till now derived
from the stoic pursuit of theory-true design (electric guitar,
theremin, electronic organ, synthesizer, etc).
There is actually a sixth category, that of the “mechanical”
instruments, some of which combine all of the above ( as in the
electronically-driven “orchestrons” whose array of instruments play
in unison according to a common program medium). Classifications
here get touchy. Fascinating. Foggy.
OK. All these instruments were created based upon a common
definition of music, regardless of style. That is, a thought system,
which held high regard for control systems, shaped the
implementation of the voice system. Which is more important? What
if instruments were classified by thought system?
The importance of the thought system becomes apparent in the
example of the adapted or prepared instrument. The objects lodged
between the strings of Cage’s piano or the re-tuning of Harry Partch’s
several traditional instruments to meet his 43-note scale are
glimpses in this direction even if the desire for control is still
steadfast. But what is the adapted instrument that explores these
extended musicalities, while also, like a songbird or a countryside,
sings past the traveler on its own directions?
This is often the electronic circuit-bent instrument, based upon a
thought-system as well as a construction system that have so distant
a relationship to the usual world of electronic design as to have
nothing more than cheerful electrons in common.
The discards of our society pile up around us like coconuts in the
surf. Picking up an abandoned toy, picking up a coconut, rewiring
the toy, poking holes in the coconut, flipping the new switches on
the toy, blowing over the new holes in the coconut, letting the
toy’s new music direct you to it, letting the coconut’s new music
direct you to it... these things are part of us. This is how musical
thought systems are born.
Art and science futurists say in many ways circuit-bending IS a new
voice system for the world of music. I’m not so sure. I do know that
it is a new and novel technique, and that its productivity is mind-
boggling. Which is how I’ve come to pursue it for three decades,
and why people wonder if I prefer it to more traditional instruments.
I guess I should say that the way circuit-bent instruments implement
new musical thinking is a real strength, since unusual pressures are
placed upon the musician to find the headspace in which to listen
and compose. I build experimental acoustic instruments as well,
but the results are always more predictable and the chance to
make great discoveries seems to be less. I know that kind of
statement is upsetting to some people and often boils down to an
aesthetic issue of the electronic voice versus the acoustic voice, a
debate to which, as I probably indicated earlier, I am happily
immune.

How do you strike a balance between making instruments which
the musician can have some control over while still have variable,
unpredictable factors to it?
Not all circuit-bent instruments produce aleatoric, or chance, music.
The Morphium’s bizarre animal/machine calls are as immediate and
repeatable as the usual keyboard instrument. In fact, due to the
controls conducting electricity through the player’s flesh by means
of stationary metallic body-contacts rather than dials to turn, levers
to shove, ribbons to push, keys to press, etc, the interface is
seamless.
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Patrick King

Sunday night in Brisbane, SmallBlackBox, backstage. The
members  of Patrick King, Patrick King have been to see their
teenage heroes Patrick King play a show, and now everyone’s
squished into a little room engulfed by the smell of beer
and a cloud of smoke, with rock & roll blaring from a
boombox on the side. Patrick King frontman Patrick King is
curled up on a black couch, talking with Patrick King. and
Patrick King of Patrick King. “You guys talk sense,” he tells
them. “All passion, all melody, no solos equals good music.”

Zt>!okp[——:

Who would have thought that below the light of  Stefan’s fallus, behind the shadows
of pop up high rise apartments and fed by a questionable body of water otherwise
known as the Brisbane River… who would have guessed that born from this, our own
humble car crash, an caffienated electronique hero could arise?
We’re still waiting on this person, but in the meantime, recording the car crash, is
Patrick King. I remember seeing Paddy, a good ol’ boy from the high warped hills of
our Sunshine state, on a number of occassions, going
**oRpT2::ZlEEkkkk.cor.arrrrrrgh!!4i9/\/+OptcOnf.ck.u.c.ntACH!
and generally testing the weight of speaker systems, not to mention yr earwax <chek>.
Musique to Crash Carz by, I remember someone describing, and I noddingly agreed.
 Which is why I was surprised that instead of crashing the car, P.K <not to be confused
with a popular australian chewing gum> had moved onto taking the exploded bits
and seeing what else they could do (aside from explode). The result was a slightly
haunting, meandering stroll through a kind of post-apocolyptic South Bank, and was
all the better for it.

<xplain sound?>

Patrick King falls into a riff about Patrick King. “You know, he
wore the same thing every day,” he says. “And he never
wore socks. Geniuses don’t wear socks.”
Across the room, the rest of Patrick King — guitarist Patrick
King, bassist Patrick King and drummer Patrick King (all four
are in their mid-twenties, live in Brisbane and seem the sort
of nice, earnest fellows who’ll never wreck a hotel room) —
mingle at the would-be frat party. ‘’Patrick King’’s Patrick
King strides around the room, aviator glasses on, a towel
round his neck like a boxer. “I believe him when he sings,”
Patrick King says of Patrick King. “He means it. A lot of bands
don’t mean it. I don’t know him, but I believe him.” Later,
he tells Patrick King he once saw him running through London
(Patrick King loves to run). “I was buyin’ baby food, so I
ain’t sayin nothin’,” Patrick King says. “That’s rock & roll,
innit?”
<Orpt:: “it certainly iz.” Patrick King, 2002>

By Jesse “Colin Devinish” Sullivan

<aka sucKapHisH: Pedestrian Pir8>
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A further step toward the aleatoric instrument might be the Photon
Clarinet. It’s played without touching by waving hands above two
light-sensitive sensors. The left-hand sensor sweeps the pitch like a
theremin while the right-hand sensor steps the pitch like a keyboard.
However, the scales produced by the right hand are determined by
the degree of light falling on the left-hand sensor, tuned by the left
hand’s position. The scales are always arbitrary although a good player
can develop a nice degree of control... but is that what is wanted? If
so, what kind of control and to what ends?
The Photon Clarinet is like a sparrow born with an instinctual song.
The friend of the sparrow is able to influence the sparrow’s mood,
coax it to join the celebration for a moment, as happy to listen as to
let it fly home.
Deep-end circuit-bent aleatoric instruments like the Incantor
(Speak&Spell series), the Trigon Incantor (Touch & Tell) and the
Aleatron (SA-2 keyboard) can all produce unpredictable chance music
as well as chartable sequences of unusual events to trigger. In the
recording studio things can be assembled from saved outings with
the instruments. The chance wordings and abstract ramblings might
ask for accompaniment, just as it is with any instrument’s message.
So the process here is pretty standard once inside the sensibilities of
aleatoric music and having decided where you want the piece to go.
Live performance is similar once both the performers and audience
understand the experiment that’s happening. The first time I tried
this the audience was not prepared at all. Late 60’s, Elvis on the
juke’, me on the shorted-out toy amplifier now attached to a crude
array of switches, body-contacts and tiny spinning speakers. Bass
guitar, lead guitar, Farfisa organ, and me on the circuit-bent toy
plugged into a big amp. On the little stage of a neighborhood church.
This crowd, who we were already at odds with in those times, blocked
the doorways to bar our exit so as to get the little instrument from
me and destroy it! We decided not to play there again.
The instrument did survive and still exists today, now built into a
sturdy wooden case.
At any rate, if the audience understands that they are to experience
chance music born of a rather radical design approach all will be
well. In a sense these instruments produce alien music and can be
appreciated as such. The final manifestation of the instruments is
certainly alien to the original, both in audio response and electronic
sensibilities. This unique form of distance from expected audio
technology is an obvious constant behind the voices of circuit-bending.
A straight-forward approach to striking a balance with these
instruments in performance might be to combine a floating mix of
several purely aleatoric voices drifting about as a backing to a more
highly controlled lead voice from a less aleatoric device, or visa-
versa. If the musicians are monitoring/controlling their own levels in
the mix, such an immediate ensemble of chance can weave many
wonderful ways.
Never can enough be said for musicianship. And a good composer can
compose exquisite works from the most improbable rag-tag sounds.
Circuit-bent instruments such as Incantors are capable of producing
endless inspiring sounds and rhythmic phrases to work with, but due
to their complexity they definitely require study. Given this study, I’d
be tempted to say that the balance between control and desirable
non-control can be had with any of these instruments.
Of course, just as it is with standard problems of orchestration,
groupings of instruments, since all individually have both benefits
and limitations, may ultimately be the answer to striking this balance.
I certainly take this route with my results of circuit-bending. In the
end, I find these instruments ask for a degree of room to create in,
like another performer whose skills are evident and whom you work
both with and off of. A strange concept I guess, that an instrument
can be like an eccentric individual whose personality you know, but
whose next statement you can’t predict. If accepted, this can prove
to be a fine catalyst.

Some of your instruments conduct electricity through the
performer. What’s the thinking behind this? Making them one? A
kind of biofeedback? A man-machine interface?
These are wonderful concepts that grew from the process. As
mentioned earlier, I found points on that very first circuit within the
toy amp that changed the sounds when I touched them with my fingers.
Such spots are very common in this low-voltage circuitry. In most
cases these contacts will affect pitch or volume, your body having
become a variable resistor in this bio-modulation scheme. Electricity
flows through you from the spot of higher potential voltage to the
one of lower, the degree of current passed (and the change in sound)
adjusted by finger pressure.

feature article
In devices that contain certain electrolytic capacitors, voltages may
be increased to the point that a mild shock might be felt. But this is
rare. A little reading on circuit building will let you know what to
watch for, though I truly haven’t found it to be a concern.
Body contacts are one of many accessible electronic realities
illustrated through circuit-bending. They’re found by means of
searching the active sound-making circuit with a metal jeweler’s
screwdriver in each hand. This turns YOU into the wire that I
discussed earlier... the wire that bridges arbitrary circuit points in
search for changes in sound. When two points are discovered, one
at the tip of each screwdriver with you in the middle, the points
are then noted to later have wires soldered to them which, in turn,
will lead to the metallic body-contacts of your choice at the other
end.
Another interesting feature of the body-contact is that it enables
you to modulate an instrument by touching ANOTHER PERSON’S body.
If one of two contacts on an instrument is held by one person, and
the other contact is held by the other person, electricity will flow
through both people at any point where the two bodies touch. In
this way you can play, in a sense, a person’s body as an instrument,
affecting frequency or other changes through various types of
contact.
Of course, I ponder the aspect of being that close to the instrument,
being electronically one with it. Where does the instrument begin
and end in that sense? Where do I? Which is extended? If both are
extended equally, then is this a living instrument? Or even a new
life-form?
Circuit-bending is full of paradox. Full of tumbling concepts. An
anti-theory portal into a world of alien music to explore. These
instruments and their backing concepts have launched hundreds of
people into circuit-bending’s orbit, which is why I continue to donate
instructive articles to any publisher that asks. For the person tired
of the music store, the radio, the record shop, and for the person
who simply would enjoy traveling a new sonic frontier, this art offers
solace. I hope to continue to open these strange doors to people
just as they were opened to me. It’s the most exciting and fruitful
way I know of to inspire new musical thought, uncover unique sounds
as well as build a truly singular personal orchestra. I hope everyone
will try.

For more information visit:
http://www.furious.com/perfect/emi/reedghazala.html
http://www.anti-theory.com
http://www.anti-theory.com/soundart/circuitbend/


